FADE IN:
INT. WALMART TYPE STORE
A MAN, WOMAN, and STUDENT enter into store.
focus to MAN

Camera shifts

MAN
Let the fun begin!
Camera cuts to the WOMAN and STUDENT who look at each other
then put their hands to their foreheads.
WOMAN
This is not going to be good.
The MAN is leading the group through the store with an
excited look on his face.
The MAN approaches the WOMAN and STUDENT with a bag of
chocolates.
MAN
(In a Forrest Gump type voice)
College is like a bag of
chocolates. You never know what
you're going to get.
The MAN throws the chocolates in the basket.
STUDENT
(aside to the WOMAN)
Does he know he picked up a bag of
plain ol' Hershey Kisses?
WOMAN
(aside to the STUDENT)
Humor him.
The MAN approaches with a oscillating fan
MAN
Luke... I am your...
The MAN looks down at the fan and sees it's not spinning
MAN
Yea that doesn't work too well if
the fan isn't plugged in.
Camera cuts to the three of them in the school supply
aisle. The MAN has a stack of index cards in his hand. He
quickly turns around and doesn't see the WOMAN walking into
his path. The cards spill to the ground.

MAN
(Talking into his hand as if
it's a walkie talkie)
Chish...Houston. We have a problem.
Camera cuts to MAN grabbing two loose pens.
MAN
(with a look of excitement.
Starts singing and drumming
along)
Because I'm happy. Drum along if
you feel like a room without a roof.
WOMAN and STUDENT continue past without acknowledging his
presence.
Camera cuts to the three of them looking at winter gloves.
MAN
(taking off the gloves like
Elsa does in the movie Frozen)
Let it go. Let it go. Turn away
and slam the door.
MAN continues singing as WOMAN and STUDENT quickly run away.
Camera cuts to MAN in control of the cart. WOMAN is looking
at laptops. STUDENT is looking at his/her cell phone
MAN
(looking at STUDENT)
I feel the need... the need for
speed!
MAN puts his hand up waiting for a high five from STUDENT.
It never comes.
MAN shakes it off and wheels away.
Camera cuts to a top down view of the man pushing the cart
in the shape of the infinity symbol.
Graphic pops up showing the infinity symbol in the same path
as the MAN.
V.O.
Infinite possibilities without the
embarrassing parents.
FADE OUT

